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Measurements made with a dilute, non-oriented, gas-phase sample of a selected fenchone enantiomer using
circularly polarized synchrotron radiation demonstrate huge chiral asymmetries, approaching 20%, in the
angular distribution of photoelectrons ejected from carbonyl C 1score orbitals. This asymmetry in the forward-
backward scattering of electrons along the direction of the incident soft X-ray radiation reverses when either
the enantiomer or the left-right handedness of the light polarization is exchanged. Calculations are provided
that model and explain the resulting photoelectron circular dichroism with quantitative accuracy up to∼7 eV
above threshold. A discrepancy at higher energies is discussed in the light of a comparison with the closely
related terpene, camphor. The photoelectron dichroism spectrum can be used to identify the absolute chiral
configuration, and it is more effective at distinguishing the similar camphor and fenchone molecules than the
corresponding core photoelectron spectrum.

Introduction

X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) is commonly
recognized as element-specific molecular spectroscopy. Photo-
ionization of the highly localized core levels is very atomic-
like in nature, although variations in the valence electron density
around the core site can produce chemical shifts in the core
electron binding energies (CEBEs), of the order of a few percent,
and these can be used to infer adjacent functional group structure
of the molecule. The advent of high-intensity synchrotron
radiation sources has added new possibilities, including the high
resolution required for the observation of vibrational structure
in gas-phase molecular XPS.1 In this article, we wish to exploit
another characteristic of current synchrotron X-ray sources,
namely, their variable, high degree of polarization. Specifically,
we describe the use of circularly polarized light (CPL) to observe
photoelectron circular dichroism2 (PECD) in the angle-resolved
C 1s photoemission from randomly oriented, gas-phase enan-
tiomers of fenchone. The asymmetry factors associated with
this isolated molecule PECD are found to approach, under
favorable experimental configurations, a figure of 20%, which
is many orders of magnitude larger than that typically encoun-
tered in other chiroptical phenomena in the absence of orienta-
tion or cooperative enhancement effects in the solid state.3

Asymmetries of this magnitude were in fact predicted in the
first quantitative calculations made for valence shell PECD,4,5

and this expectation has been subsequently verified in a number
of experimental studies made in the vacuum ultraviolet region.6-9

The strength of this effect arises because it is present in the
pure electric dipole approximation and so, unlike normal circular
dichroism spectroscopy, it does not depend upon interactions
involving much weaker magnetic dipole or electric quadrupole
terms. Even so, it is perhaps a priori surprising that core electron
ionization would show PECD of a similar magnitude, readily
comparable to the valence shell results, given the localization
of core orbitals and their generally weak response to the
molecular environment. An initial 1s orbital is effectively
achiralsspherically symmetric and localizedsand as such is
untouched by any chirality of the surrounding molecular
structure. Nevertheless, PECD of a similar great magnitude has
also been experimentally observed in C 1s photoemission.10,11

Given an achiral initial orbital, it must be assumed that any
observed chiral asymmetry in the photoelectron distribution is
a consequence of the scattering of the outgoing photoelectron
off the chiral molecular potential. The departing photoelectron
thus provides an in-situ generated probe of the molecular
structure.

There are strong indications from recent theoretical work12,13

that the PECD carries an enhanced sensitivity to relatively small
scattering terms and hence to changes in the molecular config-
uration; in the case of core ionization, this appears even when
structural variations occur at some distance from the initial
electron localization site. This indicates that for an enantiomeric
sample a PECD measurement made using circular polarization
may provide considerably enhanced sensitivity to the molecular
structure compared to the usual linearly polarized XPS
measurementsnot only identifying the absolute chiral config-
uration, but possibly also shedding light on conformational
subtleties. However, the prospect of conformational sensitivity
is also a weakness while developing a basic understanding of
the PECD effect, since rarely is the relative population of
different conformers of a floppy molecule accurately known
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under specific experimental conditions, with some resulting
ambiguity when interpreting results.

For this reason, the rigid bicyclic structure of fenchone offers
some certainty when a comparison of theory and experiment is
attempted, making it attractive for our studies. At the same time,
it should prove possible to examine whether PECD does offer
enhanced structure information by comparing results obtained
for fenchone with those previously reported for C 1s ionization
of the equally rigid camphor.10 These two terpenes differ only
in the substitution site of two methyl groups.

Quite generally, the normalized photoelectron angular dis-
tribution expected in single photon ionization can be written
as5

where Pn is a Legendre polynomial of ordern, and the
coefficientsbn

p depend on the polarization,p, of the ionizing
radiation. For linearly polarized light (p ) 0), the first angular
coefficient,b1

0, is always zero and the familiar cos2 form of
the non-isotropic part of the angular distribution function is
recovered from just the second Legendre polynomial term
(whereb2

0 ≡ â). Here, the angleθ is measured with respect to
the linear polarization direction. This absence of any contribution
from the P1 term also rigorously applies for any achiral
molecule. However, for circularly polarized radiation (p ) (1)
and a chiral molecule, the coefficientsb1

(1 can be expected to
be nonzero, such that the angular distribution now acquires an
additional cosθ dependence from the first Legendre polynomial
term. In this case,θ defines the electron direction relative to
the photon beam propagation, so that for a given circular
polarization and a given molecular enantiomer eq 1 describes a
forward-backward asymmetry in the electron angular distribu-
tion along the light beam. A quantitative measure of this angular
asymmetry for a given enantiomer and light helicity,p, can be
defined from eq 1 as the difference in the electron fluxes through
equal area elements on the unit sphere in the 0° and 180°
directions normalized to the mean flux through an area element
(average over the whole sphere):

where the expression has been simplified making use of the
properties of the Legendre polynomials.

Further examination5 of the b1
(1 coefficients reveals their

antisymmetry; they change sign with either an exchange of
molecular enantiomer or with a switch from left to right CPL
(p ) +1 T p ) -1). This latter property generates a circular
dichroism that is observable, for a given enantiomer and at a
given detector angle, by switching polarization. We can then
define a corresponding asymmetry for the dichroism as

where we have also made use of the symmetry properties of
the P2 term coefficients,5 b2

+1 ) b2
-1 () -(1/2)b2

0), to elimi-
nate them from the final expression.

Clearly these asymmetry definitions provide equivalent access
to the b1

(1 angular distribution parameters, which can be the
object of theoretical modeling. Photoelectron imaging experi-
ments that observe the full 4π angular distribution can either
provide directly the asymmetry in the angular distribution, eq

2, or where alternate left and right circular polarization states
are available a dichroism measurement, such as suggested by
eq 3.6,7 However, when convenient polarization switching is
possible, a dispersive analyzer mounted at some single fixed
angle,θ, to the light beam provides an alternative means to
observe PECD, and this approach has been adopted to measure
the PECD and theb1

+1 coefficient in the present study.

Experimental and Computational Details

Experiments took place, on a number of separate occasions,
on the UE56/2 soft X-ray beamline at the BESSY-II synchrotron
(Berlin). This dual undulator beamline has a facility for rapid
polarization switching, which proves to be of great value in
minimizing apparatus asymmetries because of, for example,
sample pressure variations. The spectrometer, a single Scienta
SES 200 hemispherical analyzer, was mounted at a forward
scattering angle of 54.7° from the horizontal beam direction.
Commercial samples of the 1R,4S (-) [Aldrich, 98%] and 1S,-
4R (+) [Fluka 99.5%] fenchone enantiomers were placed,
without further purification, in a small reservoir connected to
the gas ionization cell. Gentle heating (50-80 °C) was applied
to the reservoir, transfer lines, and gas cell to raise the vapor
pressure in the ionization region to an estimated 5× 10-5 mbar.
With our current gas cell design, this led to a sample consump-
tion of e50 mg per measurement. A fuller account of the
experiment and methodology adopted has been given previously,
particularly a detailed account of the data recording that is
designed to minimize any possible instrumental contributions
to the asymmetry.11

An experimental asymmetry is obtained as the difference over
the mean of two spectral intensities,Sp, recorded with left and
right CPL at the fixed angle,θ:

where for the second step we have assumed that the recorded
electron count can be expressed as a total ionization rate,Np,
times an appropriate angular function,Ip(θ). Experimentally it
is arranged11 thatN+1 ) N-1 so that the rates cancel out in this
expression forΓ(θ); then by assuming the electric-dipole angular
distribution expression (eq 1), the equivalence that appears as
the final step in eq 4 can be demonstrated. This general result
for the experimental asymmetry suggests the need for a two-
parameter fit for the theoretical coefficientsb2

(1 andb1
+1, but

this may be circumvented by the choice ofθ ) 54.7°, the magic
angle at which the second Legendre polynomial term has a value
of zero, effectively eliminating any dependence on theb2

(1

coefficient in eq 4. We therefore obtain

which, apart from the cos 54.7° makes our experimental
dichroism measurement equivalent to eitherGAD (eq 2) orΓ0

(eq 3) in yielding the chiralb1
+1 parameter.

Calculations to provide theoretical photoionization parameters,
including the chiralb1

(1 coefficients, were performed using the
continuum multiple scattering model with an XR local-exchange
approximation (CMS-XR) following procedures which have,
again, been fully described previously.5,12,14 Very briefly, a
model potential is constructed using overlapping spherical

Ip(θ) ) 1 + b1
pP1(cosθ) + b2

pP2(cosθ) (1)

GAD ) |Ip(0°) sin θ dθ dæ -Ip(180°) sin θ dθ dæ
sin θ dθ dæ | ) 2b1

p (2)

Γ0 ) (I+1(0°) - I-1(0°)) ) -(I+1(180°) - I-1(180°)) )
(I+1(θ) - I-1(θ))

cosθ
) 2b1

{+1} (3)

Γ(θ) )
S+1 - S-1

〈S(1〉
)

N+1I+1(θ) - N-1I-1(θ)

〈N(I((θ)〉
≡

2b1
+1(cosθ)

(1 + b2
(1P2(cosθ))

(4)

Γ(54.7°) ≡ 2b1
+1(cos 54.7°) (5)
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regions placed at the atomic centers, these coordinates being
obtained from an MP2/6-31G** optimized molecular geometry.
The whole is placed in an outer spherical region, extending to
infinity. The initial and continuum (ionized) states are then
expanded using a spherical harmonic basis in each region,
truncated at some valuelmax. The photoionization electric dipole
matrix elements are then evaluated, from which observable
properties are calculated. The basis setlmax limits were
systematically varied to ensure adequate convergence in both
the convergence to self-consistency of the model potential and
the calculated photoionization properties. The results reported
here use, as a minimum, truncation limits for the neutral
molecule calculations of 6/2/0 for (in order) the outer sphere/
first row atoms/H atoms; for the continuum calculations these
are increased to at least 18/10/3.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 presents a fenchone XPS covering the carbon K-edge
region. For this measurement the beamline slits were set to
provide a photon bandwidth of∼40 meV, and the analyzer was
operated with an estimated resolution of∼80 meV, giving a
net resolution∼90 meV. Calibration of the spectrometer was
made by measuring the known Xe Auger lines15 and the CO2
C 1s-1 band16 athν ) 310 eV. The spectrum shows two distinct
peaks that are fairly readily identified as the carbonyl CdO
peak with a significant chemical shift from the remaining C
atom centers. The assignment is verified with the aid of
calculated binding energies obtained using Chong’s∆EKS-
(PW86-PW91)/cc_pCVTZ+ Crel method.17,18These calculated
CEBEs are marked on the XPS and are seen to be in very close
agreement with experiment. In particular, it strongly suggests
that all the C 1s peaks other than the carbonyl one are strongly
overlapping. Experimentally, there is no resolved structure in
the major C-Hn peak other than a distinct shoulder at∼290.6
eV, which would be consistent with its having a composite
nature.

PECD measurements were made with alternating circular
polarization (0.1 Hz), as described previously.11 While the high-
resolution XPS (Figure 1) was recorded in scanning mode, the
PECD spectra,Sp, were recorded in a fixed window mode, using
a multichannel detector system to record simultaneously the
complete region of interest. To capture the full fenchone C
1s spectrum required the use of a higher analyzer pass energy
(75 eV) with consequent reduced resolution. The photon
bandwidth was also increased to allow higher count rates,
and the overall resolution now was estimated to be∼350
meV.

Figure 2 shows an example of the 1S-fenchone enantiomer
spectra recorded with left and right CPL, after careful treatment
to eliminate instrumental differences. Differences between the
peak intensities recorded with the alternate polarizations are
clearly visible, and the differences,S+1 - S-1, are presented as
the raw asymmetry,Γ(54.7°), after normalizing to the mean
count, 〈S(1〉. In this instance the main C-H peak is seen to
have a small positive asymmetry, the CdO peak a larger
negative asymmetry averaging around-7.5%. After allowance
for the cos(54.7°) factor, this suggests for the CdO peak a
magnitude for 2|b1

+1|, and hence the forward-backward asym-
metry parallel to the photon beam (GAD, eq 2) of 13%.

A second example, recorded this time for the 1R-enantiomer
at 301.6 eV is shown in Figure 3. The CdO peak has a similar
magnitude asymmetry, though of opposite sign, whereas the
C-H peak at this photon energy has no perceptible asymmetry.
This is in fact a more typical finding for the C-H peak. We
have argued previously from the analogous observation in
camphor PECD that in such composite peaks, each individual
orbital ionization may have a significant nonzero PECD of either
sign, but that on averaging over all components of the peak
this would reduce toward a zero net asymmetry.10 In any case,
a full interpretation of the C-H peak asymmetry would be very
difficult, given the large number of overlapping orbital contribu-
tions and the lack of knowledge about their relative weightings
(cross sections). Consequently, we henceforth focus our attention
on the well-resolved and characterized CdO peak asymmetries.

In Figure 4 we show the 1R-enantiomer CdO peak spectra
(S+1, S-1) recorded at an intermediate photon energy. The raw
asymmetry,Γ(54.7°) is now seen to be about 10.5%, from which

Figure 1. Fenchone XPS showing peak assignments. Calculated
positions of C 1s core electron binding energies are also marked, with
vertical offsets that are intended for clarity only.

Figure 2. 1S-fenchone XPS athν ) 298.6 eV showing spectra
recorded with left CPL (S+1, positive photon helicity) and right CPL
(S-1, negative photon helicity). Also plotted on the figure are the
asymmetries,Γ(54.7°), obtained as the difference divided by the mean
of S+1 andS-1, together with associated estimated error bars.

Figure 3. 1R-fenchone C 1s XPS recorded athν ) 301.6 eV. Other
details are as for Figure 2.
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we may infer a corresponding forward-backward scattering
asymmetry,GAD, of ∼18%. In fact, this asymmetry remains
effectively constant across the band to within the estimated
statistical error limits, though there is evidence from some
measurements made at other photon energies to suggest that
more systematic variations may occur under certain circum-
stances. If so, these might be associated with vibronic changes
across the width of the band, though currently there are no
appropriate theoretical treatments for such cases.

To study more closely the energy and enantiomer dependence
of the PECD, we extract the mean asymmetries across the fwhm
of each of the measured CdO XPS peaks. These are then scaled
to correct for the measured degree of circular polarization11

(which varies slightly with photon energy) and experimental
b1

+1 values are deduced after division by 2 cos(54.7°) (eq 5)
permitting a direct comparison with theoretical estimates for
these chiral coefficients. These results are presented in Figure
5. Measurements for each enantiomer pair were completed
across two separate beamtimes (with additional 1R-enantiomer
data from a third period also), and some overlapping measure-
ments were made to check reproducibility. This seems to be
good, as there are no major discrepancies between data acquired
on separate occasions.

First, it is seen from Figure 5 that the experimental 1R- and
1S-enantiomer trends mirror one another, essentially perfectly,
differing in sign but sharing the same magnitude as a function
of photon energy. This mirroring, or antisymmetry, of theb1

1

coefficients for the two opposite handed enantiomers is fully

to be expected from the theoretical treatment underpinning eq
1. From an experimental point of view, it clearly demonstrates
a molecular origin for the observed asymmetries, since it is only
the enantiomer that has changed.

The asymmetry peaks near 300 eV at|b1
+1| ≈ 9% , or a

corresponding forward-backward asymmetry|GAD| ≈ 18% .
Compared to, for example, electronic circular dichroism in total
absorption, where asymmetries of 10-5-10-4 are usual, this
differential (i.e., angle-resolved) dichroism measurement thus
yields asymmetries of enormous magnitude. This is immediately
obvious from the very visible differences between the left and
right CPL XPS spectra in, for example, Figure 4.

Theoretical CMS-XR calculations givingb1
+1 coefficients

for each enantiomer are included for comparison in Figure 5.
In the region belowhν ) 303 eV, the preliminary calculations,
labeled (a), produce good agreement with experiment. The curve
for a given enantiomer clearly predicts the correct sign of the
major region of chiral asymmetry, so that absolute configuration
could have been assigned from these results. Betweenhν )
303 eV andhν ) 309 eV, however, while the experimental
asymmetry decreases, the calculation undershoots, the 1R-
enantiomer curve, for example, becoming negative in contrast
to the experiment remaining positive. Above this energy, the
indications are that reasonable agreement is restored.

One aspect of the CMS-XR calculation is the semiempirical
nature of the molecular potential used. Part of the parametriza-
tion process involves assigning radii to the atomic sphere
regions. We started (a) with an unbiased choice using optimized
H, C, and O values suggested by Takai and Johnson.19 In seeking
more understanding of the discrepancy noted at 306 eV, an
alternative recommendation for the H atom radius20 has also
been investigated. The results of this are included as modified
CMS-XR curves (b) in Figure 5. An unwanted consequence
of this change is that the potential becomes overall too attractive
(as judged from the shift in core level eigenvalues and the
continuum features). This problem of capturing the exact binding
energy with a model potential is not unique to CMS-XR
calculations, and experienced in other, more sophisticated, DFT-
based methods too.14 An ad hoc resolution is achieved by
offsetting the energy scale on plotted curvessin this case by
+0.75 eV. With this energy scale correction, the agreement with
experiment belowhν ) 303 eV is seen to be even better, but
the undershoot around 306 eV, while reduced, still proves a
discrepancy.

Finally, the effect of enlarging the H atom angular basis set
beyond a minimal (l ) 0) has been explored. Adopting a neutral
molecule 6/2/1 basis (using the earlier notation) has the principal
benefit of removing the need for the ad hoc energy scale
adjustment that was necessitated following the adoption of
smaller H atom sphere sizes. Combining these changes with a
similarly enlarged 18/10/5 continuum state basis produces small
benefits in the overall quality of theb1

+1 parameter fit with
experiment, and it is shown in Figure 6 as CMS-XR calculation
(c). Any further increase in basis set size produces negligible
changes. All these calculations have also been re-run for an
alternative B3LYP/6-31G** optimized geometry, but without
finding that any significant changes result.

In performing all these CMS-XR calculations, the full
molecular angular basis is used for computing the initial C 1s
state, which therefore allows for mixing and polarization of the
nominally spherical 1s orbital in the molecular environment.
Nevertheless, in this model the orbital retains>99% localized
s character, with a similar result found in Hartree-Fock
calculations with a 6-31G(p,d) basis. Even though these results

Figure 4. 1R-fenchone CdO 1s XPS recorded at photon energyhν
) 300.1 eV. Other details as for Figure 2.

Figure 5. Chiral b1
+1 values and the corresponding predicted angular

asymmetry factors,GAD, for fenchone CdO 1s-1 photoionization. Open
plotting symbols are for the 1R-, filled symbols are for the 1S-
enantiomer data. In each set the different symbol shapes indicate
measurements made on separate experimental occasions. Curves are
plotted to indicate the results obtained from two variants of the CMS-
XR calculation, (a) and (b), as discussed in the text.
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suggest there is only minimal non-spherical distortion of the
initial orbital, it is worthwhile examining how much this may
contribute to the observed chiral photoelectron angular distribu-
tion. The previous CMS-XR calculations were therefore
repeated with the angular basis of the initial orbital constrained
as a single pures function located on the carbonyl carbon center.
The computed angular distribution parameters were found to
be imperceptibly changed by this constraint. The large chiral
effects which have been observed in this system therefore persist
even with an enforced fully achiral (spherical) initial state and
so here, at least, the PECD must result overwhelmingly as a
consequence of final-state scattering of the emitted electron by
the chiral molecular potential.

It is of interest at this point to introduce a comparison with
the C 1s-1 photoionization of the very closely related molecule
camphor.10,21The simple CK-edge XPS of these two molecules
are virtually identical, as can be seen comparing Figure 1 of
this paper and Figure 5 in ref 21, and, despite very small
differences in CEBE shifts, do not discriminate between the
two. In Figure 6, we compare the PECD results for camphor10

and fenchone. To do so, results for both molecules are placed
on the same plot, and to further compact the data the S-
enantiomerb1

+1 values for either molecule are negated before
plotting to bring them onto the same trend lines as their
R-enantiomer counterparts.

At photon energies up to 306 eV the experimental camphor
and fenchone PECD results in Figure 6 are seen to be
indistinguishable, to within the likely experimental error.
However, above this photon energy there is clear indication of
divergent behavior, the camphor 1R- (1S-)b1

+1 values crossing
the axis and becoming negative (positive), while the sign of
the fenchone data remains unaltered. This behavior for camphor
is well replicated in the theoretical treatments,14 whereas for
fenchone, as already noted, agreement worsens above 303 eV.
However, just as experiments for the two molecular species
diverge at the higher photon energies, so do the associated
CMS-XR calculations. Comparing the molecular structures that
are sketched in Figure 6, it can be seen that the significant
change between fenchone and camphor is a “migration” of two
methyl substituent groups from anR- to a â- site, in the latter
case with the asymmetric carbon interposed. From the similarity
of the pure XPS results it would appear that the electron density
surrounding the carbonyl carbon (and so the initial carbonyl C
1s orbital) is scarcely affected by this change. The predicted,
and actual, differences in the chiral photoelectron angular

distributions must then be associated with a final-state photo-
electron scattering off the changed regions of the molecule,
becoming apparent for electron kinetic energies of 10 eV or
more.

In an earlier theoretical study of the camphor molecule PECD,
Stener et al.14 identified resonance-like structures at electron
kinetic energies of∼4, 10.6, and more weakly at 21.3 eV. The
calculated cross section andâ-parameter for the fenchone
carbonyl C 1s ionization (Figure 7) are very similar to those
obtained for camphor (see Figure 1, ref 14), with the same
characteristic features being evident. In particular, the 10 eV
structure in camphor was identified by examination of the
B-spline continuum function as a shape resonance resembling
a localized COσ* virtual valence orbital,14 and it is not
unreasonable to suppose a similar explanation for the 10 eV
feature in fenchone. This most pronounced feature in the
fenchone continuum coincides, however, with the region where
theory and experiment for the fenchoneb1

+1 coefficient
divergesan electron kinetic energy of 10 eV for the carbonyl
ionization corresponding to a photon energy of 303 eV. It may
thus be inferred that while the low-energy region is well
accounted for by theoretical modeling, the difficulties noted at
hν ) 303 eV indicate that reliable treatment in the vicinity of
a shape resonance remains a challenge for theory. Resonance-
induced continuum phase shifts are normally expected to
strongly influence photoelectron angular distributions, but it has
been pointed out13 that chiralb1

(1 parameters seem to be at
least as sensitive to tiny potential asymmetries, possibly masking
any simple correlation between the resonance and structure in
the PECD curves.

Conclusions

The measurements that have been made here demonstrate an
enormous chiral asymmetry effect (approaching 20%) that is
several powers of ten greater than most other demonstrated
chiroptical effects and within 1 order of magnitude of the
maximum conceivable asymmetry of 100%! The effect is
apparent even from visual examination of the raw data, yet this
is obtained from inherently dilute, non-oriented, non-interacting
molecules. There is obvious scope for exploiting this as a
sensitive chiral tool.

The observed asymmetry comes about as the emerging
photoelectron probes the chiral molecular potential, the handed-
ness of which is clearly related to the configuration of the nuclei
in the molecule. A 1s core orbital is localized and effectively
spherical, so does not experience the molecular chirality; PECD
in these cases is very much a final-state scattering effect.

Figure 6. Carbonyl C 1s-1 PECD data for fenchone and camphor (ref
10). For both molecules the negatives of the 1S-enantiomer data are
plotted for direct comparison with the 1R-enantiomer data. Comparisons
are offered with 1R-enantiomer CMS-XR calculations for fenchone
[variant (c) - modified small H-spheres, 6/2/1 neutral basis, 18/10/5
continuum basis] and camphor (taken from refs 7 and 14).

Figure 7. CMS-XR cross section,σ, and anisotropy parameterâ (≡
b2

0 ) -2 × b2
(1) for the fenchone carbonyl C 1s-1 photoionization.
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The comparisons that we have here been able to make
between fenchone and the very closely similar molecule
camphor are revealing. The localized nature of the C 1sorbitals
and the evidently similar distribution of valence electron density
about these sites means that the carbonK-edge photoelectron
spectra are virtually identical and so do not discriminate between
these species. On the other hand, measurement of just the
carbonyl C 1selectron angular distributions made with circularly
polarized radiationseither made as a dichroism measurement
with alternating left-right polarization or as a full measurement
of the laboratory frame angular distribution functionshave some
capability to distinguish the two in an appropriate kinetic energy
range. Perhaps more significantly, these PECD measurements
clearly have the ability to distinguish the handedness of an
enantiomeric sample. Generally speaking, the overall evidence
now suggests that current calculations for C 1s ionizations are
sufficiently reliable that the absolute configuration could be
confidently inferred.10-12,14 When agreement between experi-
ment and a theoretical prediction is demonstrated, as done here
for the dominant region of the PECD spectrum up to a kinetic
energy∼10 eV, it can be almost quantitatively exact. Of course,
in the example of fenchone, discrepancies are seen at some
slightly higher electron energies, but viewed in the context of
the full range studied these intermediate regions are clearly seen
as anomalous. Comparison with previous camphor studies14

suggests why these particular difficulties might arise.
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